
ONLINE LEADERS 
MEETING



Leaders Meeting (Online)

As we’ve shifted our Leaders Meetings online, the format has been changed to 
emphasize on finding out how leaders are doing, and hearing about what is going on 
with them and their CGs. Here are several things to keep in mind while running your 
Leaders Meeting online.  



KEEP IT SHORT

Helps to hold everyone’s attention - video calls for groups are less engaging than a 
face-to-face interaction.  

Save longer conversations for smaller groups or one-to-one calls. 

Pro Tip: Always start on time to end on time.  



KEEP IT REGULAR

1. Our Leaders Meetings are held fortnightly.  

2. Regular meetings mean we don’t have to try and cram everything in - helps to 
keep them short.  

3.  
Regular meetings let us establish a rhythm.  
 
Regular meetings help us build connection and community. 



KEEP IT CONSISTENT

1. Same time, same day, same platform, same format.  

2. People come more prepared when they know what to expect.   

3. Less time is spent getting everyone on board.  
4.  

Pro Tip: People respect what you inspect. Consistently check in on the same things 
and they’ll start coming prepared.  

 



KEEP IT DIRECTED

1. If we ask questions, always direct someone to answer them.  

2. If we’re gathering updates, always direct someone to go first.   
 
If we’re praying, always direct who’s praying for what, and when.  

3. Pro Tip: As much as possible, use a mic so our speech is always heard clearly. Even 
the one on your Apple earphones will do.  



KEEP YOU PREPARED

1. If we want short, regular, consistent, and directed meetings, preparation is KEY.  

2. We can do ALOT in very little time if we’re prepared.  

3. Know exactly what we’re saying, when we’re saying it, in as little words as 
possible.  

4. Eg. Have examples and testimonies ready, vs thinking of examples and testimonies 
on the spot.  



10min - Catch-up and Testimonies

5min - Prayer for Personal Needs (Pastoring them)

20min - Lesson and Discussion

15min - Admin (Report of CGs, issues to raise)

10min - Intercession (Directed, take turns to pray)

5min - Rhema

1.  

MEETING FORMAT


